Abstract-Inspired by the swarm intelligence in selforganizing behavior of real Particle Swarm Optimization various Particle Swarm Optimization algorithms were proposed recently for many research fields in data mining such as clustering Compared with the previous clustering approaches such as K-means the main advantage of Particle Swarm Optimization based clustering algorithms is that no additional information is needed such as the initial partitioning of the data or the number of clusters In this paper, we discuss the clustering analysis way by a combination of advantages of particle swarm optimization in the clustering, since Particle Particle Swarm Optimization has the good global searching quickly. Firstly, the center and number of clustering are determined by using the Particle Swarm Optimization, and then the above clustering results are optimized by the K-means algorithm combining with the optimization algorithm. The simulated experiments show that the combining algorithm is obviously superior to some common clustering algorithms since it has obvious advantage in optimization capacity, more efficient and more robust than previous research such as the classical K-means clustering algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
Bio-cluster analysis is based on the difference between different objects, pattern classification based on specific guidelines, its application is quite extensive.
Comparison of cluster analysis methods, mainly of hierarchical clustering methods BIRCH, CURE and ROCK, density clustering OPTICS, DBSCAN algorithm and DENCLUE, STING and grid clustering algorithm, CLIQUE and Wave Cluster algorithms, and so on. Based on K-means algorithm is Mac Queen classical algorithm for clustering problem, widely used in the field of data mining and knowledge discovery [1] . Due to the K-means algorithm for clustering likely to be initially selected the center of premature convergence in suboptimal solution, many scholars have suggested that the clustering method based on genetic algorithm [2] [3] , in 2002 by Strehl and Ghosh use a combination of hypergraph model clustering method [8] . Literature describes a document based on a combination of two different clustering techniques topic to discover new methods [9] .
Particle Swarm Optimization algorithms (Particle Swarm Optimization, PSO is an evolutionary computation technique Eberhart and Kenney in 1995 [11] , from the predatory behavior of the birds, is based on the iteration of the optimization tool. Widely used for solving complex optimization problems [12] , the algorithm with fast convergence, less need to adjust parameter settings, and so on. In recent years a large number of applications to engineering practice, its search model of velocity and displacement, simple operation, low complexity, both with great probability to ensure optimal solutions, and improve the speed of convergence of the local area.
Using Particle Swarm algorithms to solve for Kmeans clustering problem, PSACO-KMEAMS clustering algorithm is proposed (k-Means Cluster Optimization Based on Combination of Particle Swarm Algorithm and Ant Colony Optimization), the basic idea is: Ant Colony algorithm based fast global search capability and rapidity of convergence of particle swarm optimization algorithm and Ant Colony algorithm generates a data object used in the initial the initial cluster centers, using Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm in the late segmentation cluster and cluster division between, improving the clustering structure, 
Always between-class scatter and are:
k Z is the center of k-th clustering, criterion c J poly category clustering for samples to the sum of the distances from the Center. After the cluster Center, clustering Division by nearest neighbor rule. The sample i X , if the cluster Center j Z category-meet (2),
is the distance between samples and corresponding cluster centers using Euclidean distance: 
Each particle according to equation (6) and (7) updated its speed and location:
Style, i,g=1,2,…,m; i v is the velocity vector of the particle i , i x is the current location of particle i and t for the current iteration number, 0 c is the inertia weights, it keeps the particle motion of the inertia, and enable them to explore new areas, and generally the (0,
Evaluate the fitness of each particle. Fitness calculation according to the type of particles (8):
Better if clustering, C J is smaller, the greater fitness
. Type  is a normal number, 0 J is a small positive number, said in order to avoid the C J tends to 0 zero overflow situation, C J clustering results in all types of distance and, it's meaning and the symbol (2). Iteration algorithm of particle swarm is to search fitness function ) ( j Z f maximum.
C. Combinatorial Particle Swarm Algorithm
Step1: first initializes the population, when the particle is initialized, each randomly assigned to a certain category of first, as the initial clustering, and various types of cluster centers, the initial position of the particle codes, calculate the fitness of particles, and initialize the particle's velocity.
Step2: for each particle, compared with its fitness and has been the best fitness value of
Step3: according to (4) and (5) to adjust the speed and the position of the particle;
Step4: according to your current location, the sample principle of distribution according to the minimum distance is assigned to k cluster centers;
Step5: according to (8) 
Step9: If you reach the end good enough conditions of location or number of iterations, the end, else go to Step2.
For a new generation of particles, following the Kmeans algorithm for optimization:
Rule number one: according to the particle cluster Center coding, in accordance with the nearest neighbor rule to determine the particle clustering;
Rule two: according to the clustering, calculate the new cluster centers, fitness update particles, instead of encoded values. If empty clusters were randomly removed from some other non-empty clustered farthest from the cluster Center pattern vector and the vector into an empty cluster, repeat this process until no clustering available in the Division so far.
D. Improved
Combinatorial Particle Swarm Algorithm By the literature that, improvement of Particle Swarm Optimization and K-mean several paper [13] improved method makes the following algorithm:
Method 1: the improvement is first mixed with the Kmeans algorithm, the specific method is by using the Kmeans algorithm for classification, the result is as a result of one of the particles, and later in Step7 using particle swarm of Ant Colony clustering as a result of initial value assignment to Ant Colony clustering search, this method is called Kmean+PSO+ACO.
Method 2: using K-means algorithm idea, later in Step4, recalculated on the new classification based on the new cluster, and then update the current position, and later in Step7 using particle swarm of Ant Colony clustering as a result of initial value assignment to Ant Colony clustering search, this method is called PSO+Kmean+ACO.
Method 3: improved method 1 and method 2, this is called Kmean+PSO+Kmean+ACO.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Experimentation platform for Windows XP, the machines up to Inter the Core2 Duo CPU P8700 (2. It proposes a particles group algorithm and Ant group algorithm fusion of algorithm, will particles group algorithm into Ant group algorithm of specific process in the, using particles group algorithm find of results with into Ant group algorithm among, using particles group algorithm fast convergence of advantages to speed up Ant group algorithm of convergence speed, and avoid Ant group algorithm in local optimal of, expand has Ant group algorithm of solution range. Firstly, K-means hybrid algorithm applied to solving clustering problem solved two ways to find system data under the conditions. Secondly, designing a fusion algorithm based on adaptive function and correlation clustering the data set reflects more accurately.
